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Word Pronunciation Definition

Grade
Level

apparition 12 ¥p-ß-r½sh´ ßn a visible spirit; ghostlike figure; a ghostly figure or phantom; 
a figure whose image causes wonder or amazement in those 
who behold it

augmented 12 ôg-m¤n´ t½d enlarged or increased; grew larger, stronger, or more intense; 
made larger by addition; boosted or amplified; added to; made 
greater

conjure 13 kßn-j‡r´ to implore to do something; to beseech or entreat; to make an 
earnest or serious request

cursory 13 kûr´ sß-rè hasty and without attention to detail; casual or careless; 
quickly and superficially performed; superficial; neither 
thorough nor in-depth

dissipate 12 d½s´ ß-pàt to separate into parts and disappear; to cause to separate and 
go in different directions; to move away for each other; to 
scatter; to disperse; to vanish

dreadfully 12 dr¤d´ fßl-è horribly or awfully; in a terrible manner; in a way that is 
extremely unpleasant; miserably

inexorable 13 ½n-¤k´ sßr-ß-bßl not able to be persuaded; not capable of being swayed or 
diverted from a course; firm; determined; inflexible; 
unyielding; cruel

languor 12 l¥ng´ gßr inactivity or an unusual lack of energy; a lack of interest; a 
relaxed, comfortable feeling; a lazy mood or quality; lethargy 
or sluggishness; tiredness or exhaustion; listlessness

malignity 12 mß-l½g´ n½-tè a disposition to wish evil upon or do evil to others; intense ill 
will or spite; a deadly quality or virulence; a tendency or 
inclination to do evil or cause great harm

omnipotent 12 ¼m-n½p´ ß-tßnt having unlimited or very great power; unlimited in ability; 
all-powerful or almighty; able in every respect and for every 
work

oppressive 13 ß-pr¤s´ ½v weighing heavily on the senses or spirit; marked by unjust 
severity or arbitrary behavior; harsh or overpowering; 
unreasonably burdensome

pittance 12 p½t´ ßns an inadequate payment; a meager portion, quantity, or 
allowance; an allowance of food bestowed in charity; a small 
amount

sacrilege 12 s¥k´ rß-l½j the act or offense of violating or abusing that which is 
considered holy or of great value; a failure or refusal to give 
proper respect to holy things or persons; blasphemous or 
irreverent behavior

transitory 12 tr¥n´ s½-tôr-è enduring or continuing for a very short time; fleeting or 
passing; short-lived; temporary; not lasting

wreak 12 rèk to cause to happen or to occur as a consequence; to inflict or 
execute, especially in vengeance or passion; to bring about or 
bring to pass; to accomplish or achieve
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b bed
ch chalk, catch, question
d
f
g
h
hw
j
k
l
m
n
p
r
s

drawer, could
fish, rough, graph, calf
great, guest
happy
where
jump, giraffe, bridge
ankle, cat, rack, chasm, quiche
lemon, needle
rhyme, hymn, tomb
nice, know, gnat
pet
red, wrist, rhyme
sister, cent, psalm, science

t toy, debt, thyme, receipt sit, dessert½
th
ª
v
w
y
z
zh
sh
¥
à
âr
ä
¤
è

think
than
savage
with, while
yes
zebra
leisure, genre
shut, motion, chandelier, issue
bad
hate
care, hair, wear
father, are
fetch, head
be, seat, receive

ì
îr
¼
ò
ô/ôr
oi
‡
†
ou
¾
ûr
y†
ß
ßr

slide, pie
pier, hear, miracle
hot, conscious
hope, boat, row
caught, raw, for, war
noise, boy
book
tool
found, how
cup, rummage
fur, heard
cute, beautiful
afar, capable, us
father, fir


